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A 3D litho-structural model synthetizes a geological setting by defining 3D geometries of
lithological layers considering stratigraphic relationships, weathering and tectonics. It combines
quantitative and qualitative data from different dimensions and acquisition types (field measures
and observations, geophysics, boreholes, DEM) into a single structured database. This aesthetic 3D
representation enables to work on the same object, despite different sources of datasets, making
it a highly useful integrative tool for various ways to monitor and analyze landslides prone areas.
This type of model is used on site scale for large phenomena, for a better understanding of their
internal structure and to extract information to be included for failure numerical modelling.
However, there are a very few examples of 3D geological models used for large areas subject to
spatially limited events. Indeed, the transition from 2D to 3D information remains difficult,
especially in case of sparse input data, reinforcing 3D interpretation uncertainties and decreasing
the robustness of the model. Thus, most of regional scale geological 3D models used for
landslides analyses are simplified and the different lithological layers used for susceptibility and
hazard assessments suffer from uncertainties difficult to quantify.
The aim of this contribution is to show how two local scale 3D geological models can contribute
and improve the robustness of a regional 3D geological model for the purpose of landslide
susceptibility and hazard assessment. The local and regional 3D geological models integrate
different data types of uneven quality by successive iterations, to interpret structural and
lithological layers geometries with GeoModeller. This software is based on cokriging calculation
method of orientation and location of geological interfaces and faults. The regional model will be
compared to the local 3D models results, as references to assess regional model uncertainties.
This iterative process enables to improve each 3D model with different data sets from one scale to
another. Still, models results must be confirmed by field validation to reduce uncertainties as
much as possible.
This study focuses on the 40 km long French Basque coast in the southwest of France, which
presents complex faulting and geological heterogeneities inherited from the Pyrenean orogeny –

these are relatively well mapped along the shore. Both of the local sites are different and
characteristic of regional coastal geomorphological types and of specific lithological formations.
These are made of flyschs, limestones and marls, the top of which are more or less weathered and
capped by Quaternary detritic formations of variable thickness. This coast is subject to various
types of shallow and moderately deep instabilities (slides, rockfalls and flows). By defining the
geometry of lithology and faults, the 3D models results will enable to:
Characterize how lithology and structures, as predisposition factors, influence landslides
susceptibility to specific landslide types,
Integrate lithological layers and structural discontinuities to physical-based models to assess
landslide susceptibility and hazard on regional (1 : 25,000) and on local (1 : 2,500) scales,
Improve the geological knowledge of the French Basque coast.
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